Phylogenies based on gene content are now feasible with the availability of multiple, fully sequenced genomes. As in traditional systematic analyses, these phylogenies use features of organisms, in this case, the presence or absence of genes, as character data for reconstructing the branching pattern of evolution (Bansal and Meyer, 2002; Dutilh et al., 2004; Fitz-Gibbon and House, 1999; Gophna et al., 2005; Gu and Zhang, 2004; House and Fitz-Gibbon, 2002; Lake and Rivera, 2004; Snel et al., 1999; Tekaia et al., 1999; Wolf et al., 2001a Wolf et al., , 2002 . Similar recent approaches have used the presence or absence of protein domains or folds (Lin and Gerstein, 2000; Yang et al., 2005) and gene order/proximity (Wolf et al., 2001b) as data. Because of the remarkable phylogenetic breadth of available genomic data, many studies have focused on the reconstruction of the tree of life (Bansal and Meyer, 2002; Dutilh et al., 2004; Fitz-Gibbon and House, 1999; Gophna et al., 2005; Gu and Zhang, 2004; House and Fitz-Gibbon, 2002; Lake and Rivera, 2004; Snel et al., 1999; Tekaia et al., 1999; Wolf et al., 2001a Wolf et al., , 2002 . Recently, gene content data have also been used to address the origin of eukaryotes , and there is emerging interest in using this type of data to infer functional interactions, pathways, and networks (Bowers et al., 2004; Marcotte et al., 1999; Overbeek et al., 1999; Pellegrini et al., 1999) .
Despite their wide acceptance, most gene content phylogenies show significant inconsistencies with otherwise well-supported taxonomy (Clarke et al., 2002; Dutilh et al., 2004; Lake and Rivera, 2004; Yang et al., 2005) . These discordances have been attributed to unspecified phylogenetic noise, nonvertical gene events (e.g., horizontal transfer) (Clarke et al., 2002; Dutilh et al., 2004; Gophna et al., 2005) , use of inappropriate optimality criteria for tree construction (Dutilh et al., 2004; Gu and Zhang, 2004; Huson and Steel, 2004; Lake and Rivera, 2004) , and biases introduced by comparing genomes of grossly different sizes (Bansal and Meyer, 2002; Lake and Rivera, 2004; Yang et al., 2005) . Solutions offered to these problems have included elimination or downweighting of inconsistent characters (Clarke et al., 2002; Dutilh et al., 2004; Gophna et al., 2005) , weighted corrections for smaller genomes (Bansal and Meyer, 2002; Yang et al., 2005) , accounting for multiple gene copies in a genome (Gu and Zhang, 2004) , and limiting gene presence/absence groupings to those found in a specific genome (i.e., conditioning) .
A largely unexplored source of phylogenetic bias and inconsistency is the step in which the initial statements of gene content are specified. Preliminary hypotheses of homology are often made using techniques based on a similarity threshold, set as an a priori criterion, for defining whether a gene can be reasonably considered to be absent or present. Any such technique risks lumping genes together that are not true homologues and risks separating genes that are valid homologues. Such inaccurate homology statements can have large effects on tree topology. A recent study by Hughes et al. (2005) that examined six data sets determined at different similarity thresholds for 99 prokaryotic genomes found that the data sets produced contradictory phylogenetic trees that differed both in topology and in their ability to resolve ancient relationships. In the absence of an obvious criterion for choosing one data set over another, Hughes et al. (2005) concluded that their results "did not increase confidence in the applicability of gene content analyses to the resolution of prokaryotic phylogenies."
To limit erroneous homology statements, other researchers have used database search operations that accept only mutually strong BLAST scores between genes (Gophna et al., 2005; Lake and Rivera, 2004) or curated gene families based on these scores (e.g., COGs [Clusters of Orthologous Groups]; Tatusov et al., 1997 Krause et al., 2005; Park and Teichmann, 1998) . However, there is no clear empirical framework or objective measure for evaluating differences between techniques or choosing between data sets.
To further explore the effects of unexamined a priori homology statements, we devised a method, based on the principle of reciprocal illumination, for evaluating primary homology statements that combines characterbased and topological tests for measuring corroboration of each homology hypothesis. We used this method to test 111 gene content data sets for 166 eukaryotic and prokaryotic taxa, each constructed at different similarity thresholds for defining homologue groups. From this procedure, we derived highly corroborated data sets that produce well-resolved phylogenies that greatly ameliorate previously noted inconsistencies in gene content studies. We also compared these to data sets created with the widely used COG database (Dutilh et al., 2004) , and a conditioned genome approach.
Reciprocal Illumination and Homology Testing
All phylogenetic analyses begin by making primary homology statements that tentatively describe the evolutionary relationships among attributes. These initial hypotheses can be tested and reformulated as secondary homology hypotheses by measuring the extent to which they are corroborated by other homology hypotheses on the resulting phylogenetic tree (DePinna, 1991) . Assessing homology corroboration within this framework relies on the principle of reciprocal illumination (Hennig, 1966) , in which each individual hypothesis is evaluated by the extent to which it agrees with the overall, favored hypothesis given all available data. This operation entails a test of each homology hypothesis (character) using, as evidence, the relationships or nodes inferred from the optimal tree. For any given data set, reciprocal illumination allows for the most severe test (sensu Popper, 1968) of each homology hypothesis based on its congruence with the total assembled information in the rest of the data set. Using reciprocal illumination to evaluate homology statements has received much attention for morphological and molecular sequence data (Brower, 1996; DePinna, 1991; Kluge, 2003; Rieppel and Kearney, 2002; Wheeler, 2001 ), but gene content data have not been analyzed from this perspective.
We suggest that in choosing among data sets, one should prefer those that are composed of the most severely tested, well-corroborated homology hypotheses. Statements of gene presence or absence can be tested by their agreement with the overall phylogenetic patterns suggested by all other gene presence/absence statements in the data set using measurements such as the consistency index (CI; Kluge, 1969) . However, it is important to note that corroboration of a hypothesis is determined not only by consistency (i.e., the extent to which the data do not disagree) but also by information content (i.e., the amount of evidence that could possibly refute a hypothesis). The extent to which a hypothesis is refutable is determined by the boldness, or resolution of that hypothesis, and the amount of relevant information available to test it.
METHODS

Data Set Construction
We used a single-linkage clustering (SLC) algorithm to create 111 data sets at differing e-value thresholds. This algorithm grouped sequences based on measurements derived from an all-against-all amino acid similarity search of 166 sequenced and annotated genomes from UniProt (Apweiler et al., 2004) using BLAT (Bansal and Meyer, 2002) . The SLC algorithm groups protein sequences together if they have at least one pairwise evalue score with any other member of the group that was as good or better than each specified e-value threshold. Therefore, all proteins that are being grouped together only need one connection to any member of the group (see Fig. 1 ). Based on each SLC group, we constructed presence/absence matrices in which each column represents an SLC grouping and each row, a taxon. The presence in each taxon of at least one representative gene in each SLC group was coded as a "1." Absence was coded as a "0." All SLC groups with only one gene member were excluded from the analysis. A distinct data set was created for each e-value threshold.
We also used a technique based on the conditioning method introduced by Rivera and Lake (2004) to construct data sets based on mutually strong hits. In our implementation of this technique, each protein sequence from a single genome (referred to as the conditioning genome) is used to search each genome in the data set. The top three protein hits (based on e-value) from each genome are then retrieved and used, in turn, to search the conditioning genome. If any of the three protein sequences retrieves the original protein sequence as one of its own top three hits in the conditioning genome, then the genome receives a "1." This process is done for each gene in the conditioning genome against every other genome in the data set. We used three genomes, Arabidopsis thaliana, Escherichia coli, and Archeoglobus fulgidus, as conditioning genomes. All data sets, databases, and computer scripts are freely available from the authors upon request.
We constructed elided SLC gene-content data sets by concatenating individual matrices into a single matrix . An SSU rDNA data set was generated to compare the results of the gene content data sets with an external data set. SSU rDNA sequences were attained from the Ribosomal Database Project-II (RDP-II) (http://rdp.cme.msu.edu) for each of the species used in this analysis and aligned using default alignment settings in CLUSTALX 1.63.
Phylogenetic Analysis
For all data sets, we did heuristic searches for the most parsimonious trees using the 'ratchet' method implemented using PAUPRat (Sikes and Lewis, 2001) in conjunction with PAUP4.0b10 (Swofford, 2000) . We did three sets of 200 replicates of the ratchet method, up weighting 15%, 17%, and 21% of the characters in each set, using the tree-branch reconnection (TBR) technique and saving only one tree at each step. Using the resulting trees as starting trees, we then did 100 TBR replicates saving multiple trees (up to 1000) at each step (multrees option in PAUP). All characters and state transformations were given equal weight. To calculate confidence in the resulting trees, we generated Bremer decay indices using the program Autodecay (Eriksson, 1998) and 100 bootstrap replicates in PAUP with 100 iterations of random addition followed by TBR. For distance-based tree searches for all data sets, we used the default settings for neighbor joining in PAUP. For Bayesian phylogenetic analysis of the SSU rDNA, data we used the Metropolis-coupled Markov-chain Monte Carlo (MCM-CMC) with four chains (heat 0.5) over 500,000 iterations, with a burn-in of 100 iterations, in the computer program MrBayes (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist, 2001) . Default settings (4-by-4 model nucleotide substitution model, equal substitution rates, assuming equal among-site rate variation) produced trees equivalent in topology to more complex models. For LogDet/paralinear we used default settings in PAUP after converting our presence/absence matrix to contain "A" and "T" in place of "1" and "0," respectively.
Consistency and Corroboration Analysis
We computed the rescaled consistency index (RCI) (Farris, 1989) , consensus fork index (Colless, 1980) and the Rohlf consensus index 1 (Rohlf, 1982) using PAUP. We computed the RCI for the optimal trees derived from each data set. The RCI is defined as
where M is the minimum number of steps on the tree, S is the observed number of steps, and G is the maximum number of steps possible on the particular tree). The consensus fork index (CFI) and Rohlf CI1 were calculated using the strict consensus tree. The CFI is found by dividing the number of bifurcating nodes on the consensus tree by the maximum number of possible nodes. The Rohlf CI1 is a related metric that gives greater weight to polytomies with a greater number of dependent branches (i.e., nodes closer to the root) while also correcting for biases introduced by tree topology (Rohlf, 1982) . We computed the combined corroboration metric (CCM) for each data set by multiplying the RCI by each of the topological consensus indices: CCM R = RCI × RohlfCI1 and CCM CF = RCI × CFI.
For comparison of gene content and SSU rDNA trees using the ILD test, we used the partition homogeneity function in PAUP to carry out 100 replicates of partition randomization, each with 100 replicates of random addition followed by TBR.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Data Set Construction, Composition, and Phylogenetic
Analysis To construct data sets for homology assessment we used a single linkage clustering (SLC) algorithm in which a gene is included in a group if it has a similarity score above a given threshold with at least one other gene from the group (Fig. 1) . A recent study by Hughes et al. (2005) also used an SLC clustering algorithm to construct presence/absence data sets at different similarity thresholds based on pairwise local (BLAST) alignments of all sequences in the analysis. These thresholds were defined by percent sequence identity and length of the BLAST alignment. For a similarity score threshold we used the 444 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 55
BLAST-based e-value (or expect value) that is commonly employed for nucleotide and protein sequence database searches (Altschul et al., 1997) . The e-value represents the probability due to chance that a better sequence match exists in the database. It is therefore an expression of the probability of finding a given similarity score by chance alone. The e-value calculation incorporates the similarity and length of the matching sequence with the size of query sequence and the size of the database. We created 111 gene content data sets for 166 organisms, each at a different e-value threshold ranging from e-value 10 −5 to an e-value of 10 −300 . Figure 2 shows the large amount of variation in the composition of these data sets. The number of proteins in each data set decreases with increasing stringency. This is due to the exclusion of "singleton" genes that cannot be assigned to any SLC group at a given threshold. The total number of characters (or SLC groups) in each data set initially increases with increasing similarity stringency as groups are broken up into smaller groups, but the number then decreases as SLC groups are divided into groups of singletons and excluded from the analysis. This trend is mirrored by a rise and fall in the number of steps in the most parsimonious trees with increasing similarity stringency. Like the total number of proteins, the maximum cluster size decreases nearly linearly, but the average cluster size decreases more rapidly and nears an asymptote of approximately four to five proteins per SLC group starting at e-values of approximately 10 −50 . This indicates that a relatively small proportion of protein clusters contain many more members than the rest of the clusters at mid-range similarity threshold stringencies (approximately 10 −50 to 10 −100 ). It seems likely that this small portion of proteins contains most of the information about deeper phylogenetic relationships.
For comparison to our SLC data sets, we constructed three data sets using a mutual best hits technique that incorporated the idea of conditioning genomes described by Rivera and Lake (2004) . Each of these three data sets was "conditioned" by restricting gene content to genes found in a single organism. We chose one organism from each domain to condition the data (Archeoglobus fulgidus, Escherichia coli, and Arabidopsis thaliana). Because a previous study noted differences in outcome when genomes of different sizes are used , we also chose these genomes to represent a spectrum of genome size: Archeoglobus fulgidus (2420 protein encoding genes), Escherichia coli (4237 protein encoding genes), and Arabidopsis thaliana (25,498 protein encoding genes).
In addition, we obtained a previously analyzed data set derived from the COG database (Dutilh et al., 2004) . COGs, or clusters of orthologous groups, are determined by a procedure in which all sets (or cliques) of three genes drawn from any genome in the database that are all similar to one another are identified. Then any cliques that share at least two genes in common are merged to make the final clusters (Tatusov et al., 1997) . Current implementations for finding COGs add processes that remove paralogous genes from the same COG. In addition, the FIGURE 2. SLC data set calulations at differing simliarity threshold stringencies. Graphs are as follows: (a) the total number of proteins used to make each data set; (b) the size (number of proteins) of the largerst gene cluster in each data set; (c) the average size (number of proteins) of a gene cluster in each data set; (d) the number of characters in each analysis; (e) the number of steps in the optimal tree(s) found for each data set. Graph (b) starts at an e-value of 10 −25 rather than 10 −5 because of scaling (the value at 10 −5 (193,760 proteins) for this graph were much higher than the range of the rest of the data). The total number of proteins for each data set (a) and the maximum number of proteins in a single cluster (b) diminish regularly with increased similarity threshold stringency, whereas the average number of proteins in a cluster (c) nears a minimum number at a threshold of around 10 −100 .
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COG databases are manually corrected, inspected, and curated (Tatusov et al., 2001 ). We aggressively searched for the optimal tree(s) for each data set. Notably, for almost all of the data sets analyzed here, the ratchet tree search technique of Nixon (1999) found more parsimonious trees than were found using less strategic searches available in PAUP, such as multiple rounds of random addition followed by TBR branch swapping.
Internal Consistency
Consistency for each character (homology hypothesis) in a phylogenetic data set often is assessed using the consistency index (CI), which is the ratio of the minimum possible number of changes in a given character to the observed number of changes on the tree. To correct this value for artificial inflation when there are only a few possible steps for a character, Farris introduced the rescaled consistency index (RCI) (Farris, 1989) . Ensemble consistency indices, the average CI (or RCI) of all characters in the data set (Kluge, 1969) , represent the overall degree to which homology statements within the data set do not disagree.
Using the optimal tree (s) as a guide we calculated the ensemble RCI for each SLC data set. As expected, the ensemble RCI increased as the similarity threshold became more stringent (Fig 3a) , showing that higher levels of overall internal consistency are obtained at higher similarity stringencies.
In contrast, the RCI for the data set derived from the COG database was remarkably low, which is consistent with previous observations of a high level of noise in this data set (Dutilh et al., 2004) . RCI scores for all three data sets made using our conditioned genome technique were even lower, suggesting that these data sets also have high levels of discordant phylogenetic signal (Fig. 3a) . This observation may be due to the fact that our conditioning technique does not explicitly exclude potentially paralogous genes from these data sets.
It is unclear why the SLC data sets had such dramatically higher consistency index scores even at low similarity threshold levels. One possible explanation is that the SLC technique requires only one point of similarity for each gene to be assigned to a group. Genes, therefore, never have any similarity above the threshold with any gene outside the group to which they are assigned. Thus, SLC guarantees that there will be no ambiguity in the placement of genes in a gene homology hypothesis, and each gene will be represented only once in a given matrix. Duplicating the same gene in different homology hypotheses could lead to an artificial increase in homoplasy, and therefore a decrease in consistency.
External Congruence
Visual inspection of trees produced from data sets with lower stringency similarity thresholds showed significant deviations from widely accepted taxonomic relationships, whereas trees from data sets with mid-level similarity stringency thresholds (e-values from 10 −50 to 10 −100 ) united most members of well-accepted taxonomic groups (Fig. 4) . Trees produced from even higher levels of similarity stringency produced poorly resolved consensus trees that give little taxonomic information. To further explore these gestalt taxonomic observations, we compared our data sets to independently derived phylogenetic data from the gene for small subunit ribosomal DNA (SSU rDNA).
We compared the topology of each of the most parsimonious SLC gene content trees to trees generated with the SSU rDNA data set using tree consensus indices as measurements of tree similarity (Fig. 5) . Tree consensus indices measure agreement of trees as a function of the number of fully resolved nodes in the consensus tree obtained from all trees examined. Thus, tree consensus indices are convenient measures of the topological agreement among multiple trees, and can accommodate more than one optimal tree for comparisons.
Topological tree comparison allowed us to compare gene content trees to SSU rDNA trees constructed using different optimality criteria (Bayesian likelihood and parsimony). These comparisons offered a partial control for the possibility that our analysis was being confounded by misleading biases that may affect different phylogenetic inference techniques (Felsenstein, 1978; Kolaczkowski and Thornton, 2004) . Although all gene content data sets had low topological agreement with both the Bayesian-and parsimony-derived SSU rDNA trees, a clear trend emerged with middle-range gene content data sets (e-values from 10 −50 to 10 −100 ) yielding trees that conflicted least with the SSU rDNA trees (Fig. 5a, b) . The decline in consensus indices for trees constructed at higher similarity stringencies is largely due to the poor resolution of trees from gene content data sets themselves (Fig. 3) and is, therefore, not only reflective of disagreement with the SSU rDNA derived topology.
To further control for possible methodological biases in our tree comparisons, we compared our parsimony trees to distance analyses. Several recent studies have suggested that parsimony analysis of gene content data sets is more prone to gross taxonomic/classification errors compared to distance-based techniques such as LogDet (Dutilh et al., 2004; Lake and Rivera, 2004; Rivera and Lake, 2004 ; but see also Fitz-Gibbon and House, 1999; House and Fitz-Gibbon, 2002; Huson and Steel, 2004) . It is important to note that these errors have not been attributed to long-branch attraction (LBA). They are instead likened to the effects of nucleotide compositional bias in DNA sequences . To test if the taxonomic inconsistencies we observed were due simply to the use of parsimony-based analysis, we compared gene content and SSU rDNA tree topologies derived from distance (neighbor joining, LogDet) and parsimony techniques. We found that trees from the SSU rDNA data set were almost always more similar, based on topological tree comparison indices (data not shown), to the most parsimonious gene content trees than they were to gene content trees made using distance methods. This finding held true regardless of the optimality SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 55 FIGURE 3. Character consistency, topological consistency, and combined indices at differing similarity threshold stringencies maximal values, if present, are indicated with a curved arrow with the corresponding e-value in parentheses. Values for the COG data set (Dutilh et al., 2004 ) and the three conditioned data sets inspired by Rivera and Lake (2004) are indicated with a straight arrow. Conditioned data sets are designated with initials of genus and species of the conditioning genome (A.f. = Archeoglobus fulgidus; A.t. = Arabidopsis thaliana; E.c. = Escherichia coli). The scores for the COG data set are consistent with previous findings that showed very high levels of noise (homoplasy) in this data set (Dutilh et al., 2004) . The scores for the conditioned data sets showed high levels of homoplasy as well. Graphs are as FIGURE 4. Tree topologies from a range of e-value stringencies. Strict consensus trees derived from low to high similarity threshold are shown from left to right. Taxa belonging to the Archaea are colored orange; Eukarya, yellow; Bacteria, blue. Taxa belonging to the proteobacteria are purple to illustrate taxonomic differences between trees at the level of phylum. Note that as stringency increases, trees become increasingly unresolved, and at lower stringencies many taxa are misclassified. criterion used for the SSU rDNA tree or the e-value of the gene content data set. Thus, for these data sets and to the extent that the SSU rDNA analysis is a valid representation of bacterial phylogeny, parsimony analysis seems to be no more prone to taxonomic errors than distancebased analyses.
Phylogenetic character corroboration by external data sources can be assessed using the incongruence length difference (ILD) test, which measures the extent and statistical significance of character disagreement between separate or partitioned data sets (Farris, 1994) . To test our data sets in this framework, we concatenated our gene content data sets with the SSU rDNA sequences from each species. We then used the ILD test to measure the incongruence between gene content data sets and the SSU rDNA alignment. In every case tested, the SSU rDNA data set was statistically incongruent with the gene content data sets (P < 0.01), but, mirroring the internal character consistency indices above, the ILD showed less absolute and relative incongruence at lower e-values (Fig. 5c, d) .
It is important to note that we do not consider the SSU rDNA data set, or indeed any single gene data set, alone to be sufficient for inferring the phylogeny of the tree of life. However, data sets composed of SSU rDNA are widely regarded as containing reliable phylogenetic information for at least some relationships in the tree of life, and many of the major bacterial groupings are plotted against e-value thresholds (x-axis) used for construction of SLC gene content data sets. Each Rolf consensus index is derived from the consensus tree of the optimal tree(s) from the SLC gene content data set combined with the optimal topology for the SSU rDNA data set. The results are shown for comparison to SSU rDNA trees using unweighted parsimony (panel a) and Bayesian likelihood analysis (panel b). Panels (c) and (d) show measurements of data set incongruence between the SSU rDNA data set and the SLC gene content data sets (y-axis) plotted against the e-value thresholds (x-axis) used for construction of SLC gene content data sets. Panel (c) shows the raw score for the ILD, and panel (d) shows the ILD score normalized by dividing by the total number of steps in the optimal tree. defined largely based on their SSU rDNA sequences. We therefore regard the topological and character congruence with the SSU rDNA data sets as mutually informative indications of phylogenetic relationships.
Information Content
Both the ILD and character consistency indices showed that higher stringency similarity thresholds create data sets that have less conflict both internally and with external data. However, using these measures alone in assessing corroboration of hypotheses is misleading. Several researchers have noted that the ILD test can be biased in cases where one data set (or partition) contributes more information than the other (Darlu and Lecointre, 2002; Dolphin et al., 2000; Dowton and Austin, 2002; Hipp et al., 2004; Lee, 2001; Yoder et al., 2001) . It is possible that by weakening the contribution of the gene content data set by increasing the similarity threshold stringency may lead to false congruence in the ILD test.
Likewise, because consistency indices address the extent to which characters do not disagree, loss of information could yield high, but misleading, consistency indices. Hypotheses can be highly consistent when they are weakly defined or only have limited information available to test them. Information loss can be reflected in multiple, discordant, optimal trees, and the inability to resolve certain phylogenetic relationships. In reciprocal illumination, the loss of resolution is critically detrimental, because loss of nodes entails loss of evidence for testing each homology hypothesis.
Indeed, inspection of the consensus trees produced from higher stringency data sets showed a lack of resolution in many nodes, suggesting that as similarity threshold stringency and consistency increased, information about certain relationships was lost (Fig. 3) . To quantify this loss of resolution, we used tree topology congruence indices, the consensus fork index (CFI) (Colless, 1980) and the rohlf consensus index 1 (Rohlf CI1) (Rohlf, 1982) , which measure tree disagreement as a function of the number of uncertain relationships (polytomies) in consensus trees. These measures showed that at stringencies above approximately 10 −100 , the consensus trees were less and less resolved (Fig. 3b, d) .
Decreasing resolution at lower e-values (higher stringencies) despite their higher CI and RCI values illuminates the inability of character consistency indices to alone measure corroboration of homology hypotheses. Despite the high consistency of homology hypotheses in these data sets, the information content is low, and, therefore, the overall amount of corroboration and the severity of test is weak.
The Combined Corroboration Metric
Because of the opposing trends in measurements of phylogenetic consistency and resolution with increasing similarity stringency, we sought to maximize both character consistency (based on the RCI) and information content (based on topological consensus indices) to find the data set with the highest level of internal corroboration. To accomplish this task, we searched for the maximum value of the product of the character and topological indices (referred to here as the combined corroboration metric, or CCM). The character consistency component of the CCM measures the extent to which the data do not disagree, whereas the topological component of the CCM addresses the extent to which the data could possibly refute each homology hypothesis based on the resolution of the optimal tree. Thus, the CCM score is an aggregate measure of the overall amount of corroboration (and the severity of test) for homology hypotheses in the data set. We used two CCMs; one incorporates the CFI (CCM CF ), which weights all polytomies in consensus trees equally, and the other is based on the Rohlf CI1 (CCM R ), which emphasizes polytomies in those relationships closer to the root of the tree. Although each of these measures indicated a different optimal data set (Fig. 3c, e) , both of these data sets produced trees that were in remarkable agreement with accepted taxonomic relationships.
In general, data sets constructed using SLC showed much higher levels of corroboration as determined by the CCM. This may stem from the much higher levels of character consistency found in these data sets. The COG data set and the data sets constructed using the conditioning technique produced trees were as highly resolved as many of the SLC-derived trees. However, these data sets also had high levels of character conflict that were reflected in low consistency values. Therefore, the CCM scores for these data sets are significantly lower.
One interesting property of the SLC data sets produced at any e-value is that they included many more informative characters than data sets constructed using the COG gene families or the conditioned data sets, which, along with the increased consistency of these data sets, makes them especially attractive for testing phylogenetic hypotheses using as much available evidence as possible. SLC also offers a computationally tractable and straightforward method for titrating the similarity threshold in a search for optimal CCM scores.
Importantly, the CCM provides a measure for comparing future alterations and improvements to any homology recognition method, and more sophisticated homology recognition techniques may yield data sets with even higher levels of corroboration (e.g., Clarke et al., 2002; Gophna et al., 2005; Harlow et al., 2004; Krause et al., 2005; Park and Teichmann, 1998) .
The Tree of Life
Because tree-of-life studies are mostly concerned with more ancient basal relationships, we chose the CCM R to continue our analysis. To account for trivial differences in the highest CCM R scores, we concatenated the data sets representing the top 5% of CCM R scores for a combined analysis. In this technique, often referred to as elision , data sets constructed using different parameters are combined in the same analysis with the goal of decreasing the effect of homology statements that are not robust to parametric changes. Patterns of homology that persist in each data set are up-weighted by being represented more than once in the matrix, whereas patterns that only appear in one, or a few, are downweighted. In nucleotide alignments, elision is used to ameliorate the effect of alignment ambiguous positions. Here we used this technique to emphasize gene homology hypotheses that persisted in all of our most highly corroborated data sets. Elision of several data sets may also help to account for differences in optimal similarity criteria for delineating different gene families.
The single most parsimonious phylogeny derived from the elided data set is presented in Figure 6 . This tree has high bootstrap and Bremer decay support and greatly improves taxonomic inconsistencies seen in other gene content phylogenies, such as the cosegregation of the reduced genome proteobacteria (e.g., Rickettsia and Buchnera), a phenomenon referred to as "big genome attraction" (BGA) . It also shows strong Bremer (6.8) and bootstrap (100%) support for the monophyly of Archaea, Eukarya, and Bacteria, lending further support to the three Domain organization of life (Woese et al., 1990) .
Archaea.-In the optimal phylogeny presented here, Nanoarchaeum equitans is the most basal branch of the Archaeal clade (Fig. 5) . This result is consistent with phylogenies based on SSU rDNA sequence data (Huber et al., 2002) , transcription and translation machinery (Brochier et al., 2005a) , and on a concatenated data set of 35 ribosomal protein sequences (Waters et al., 2003) . Arguments for the ancient divergence of this lineage have also been based on the presence of genes that are "split" such that different portions of a functional gene product are found and transcribed in different parts of the genome (Randau et al., 2005; Waters et al., 2003) . High gene density and a paucity of operons and pseudogenes may also argue for the antiquity of this lineage (Waters et al., 2003) . This hypothesis has been challenged by studies based on protein BLAST comparisons and phylogenetic analysis of other protein encoding genes, which suggest that Nanoarchaeum equitans might be a highly derived Euryarchaeal lineage and represents the result of genome reduction (Brochier et al., 2005b ).
The Archaeal domain is then split into two clades. The first of these clades contains members of both of the traditional major subdivisions of the Archaea, the Crenarchaeota, and the Euryarcheota. The second clade is composed exclusively of Euryarcheota. Thus, based on our tree, the Euryarcheota are a paraphyletic group. In conjunction with the high support for the three-domain structure of life, this result suggests that certain features exclusively shared between the crenarcheota (or eocytes) and the Eukarya (Lake et al., 1984; Rivera and Lake, 1992) are either symplesiomorphic or inherited via nonvertical inheritance events such as horizontal transfer.
Eukarya.-The most basal member of Eukarya in our optimal tree is the cryptophyte Guillardia theta. The next most basal lineage is a microsporidium, Encephalitozoon cuniculi, followed by the apicomplexan Plasmodium falcipurans. The classification of microsporidia as basal eukaryotes is also supported by phylogenetic and comparative analysis of SSU rDNA (Curgy et al., 1980; Ishihara and Hayashi, 1968; Leipe et al., 1993; Vossbrinck et al., 1987; Vossbrinck and Woese, 1986) , phylogenies based on elongation factors (Kamaishi et al., 1996a; Kamaishi et al., 1996b) , and by the absence of mitochondria in these organisms. However, our result is not consistent with the more recent view that microsporidia are highly derived, close relatives of fungi, which is supported by phylogenies based on tubulin genes (Edlund et al., 1996; Keeling, 2003; Keeling and Doolittle, 1996) , the presence of mitochondrial genes in the nuclear genome of four microsporidia (Germot et al., 1997; Hirt et al., 1997; Katinka et al., 2001; Peyretaillade et al., 1998) , phylogenies based on the RNase PolII gene (Hirt et al., 1999) , and a phylogeny derived from genome-wide sampling of genes thought to evolve slowly (Thomarat et al., 2004) .
Bacteria.-Our tree agrees with most of the traditional phylum designations in the Bacteria domain. The Cyanobacteria and Actinobacteria each form a monophyletic group. Interestingly, the Firmicutes form a monophyletic group that excludes the Mollicutes (mycoplasma). This result is also shared with other gene content phylogenies (Hughes et al., 2005; Tekaia et al., 1999; Wolf et al., 2001a) and some SSU rDNA analyses (e.g., but is not supported by phylogenies based on other single genes (Wolf et al., 2004) or concatenated gene alignments Brown et al., 2001; Eisen, 1995) . Considering the small size of Mollicutes genomes used here, this result may signal that our analysis is still partially prone to the effects of BGA.
The Proteobacteria are mostly grouped together with the exception of the members of the δ and ε subdivisions. Whereas the δ subdivision members do not form a clade, the ε subdivision species are found together at a position just basal to the Firmicutes clade. This result, which has been reported in many other gene content analyses (Dutilh et al., 2004; Gu and Zhang, 2004; House and Fitz-Gibbon, 2002; Hughes et al., 2005; Tekaia et al., 1999; Wolf et al., 2001a; Yang et al., 2005) , and is sometimes seen in SSU rDNA trees as well, suggests that the classification of these organisms may need to be reassessed. The remainder of the proteobacterial clade is divided into two monphyletic groups representing the α subdivision, which includes the reduced genome Rickettsia group, and the β and γ subdivision, which includes the reduced genome Buchnera group.
The phylogeny presented here and several other gene content phylogenies (Dutilh et al., 2004; House and FitzGibbon, 2002; Tekaia et al., 1999; Wolf et al., 2001a; Yang et al., 2005) do not agree with the traditional SSU rDNAbased trees in the placement of thermophiles in the most basal position of the tree-a subject that bears heavily on reconstructions of the nature of the last universal common ancestor. Indeed, the placement of these taxa near to the root of the universal tree is controversial Di Giulio, 2003a , 2003b , and there seems to be no firm consensus.
Optimizing Homology Hypotheses Using Corroboration
The concept of reciprocal illumination underlies several analytical techniques in systematic biology. In one such technique, referred to as successive weighting or successive approximations (Farris, 1969) , fixed, primary homology hypotheses are iteratively reweighted based on their consistency with the overall phylogenetic hypothesis. Homology hypotheses that are consistent with the overall favored hypothesis are given greater weights and the analysis is run again. This process is repeated until the analysis converges on a single tree or a set of tree topologies. Another technique, Goloboff's implied weights (Goloboff, 1993 (Goloboff, , 1997 , applies a similar operation during tree searching. In these techniques, the reciprocal operation is used to down-weight inconsistent primary homology hypotheses, which, nonetheless, remain unchanged or statically defined.
The rationale behind choosing the data set with the highest CCM is related to the process of reciprocal illumination in successive weighting. However, instead of differentially weighting homology hypotheses, our method effectively recodes homology statements based on a new global homology recognition criterion, to find a more corroborated set of homology hypotheses. From this perspective, our technique can be conceived of as an operation that precedes techniques that rely on the differential weighting of characters to achieve consistency. Further, because our technique does not explicitly downweight homology hypotheses that are not consistent with the favored hypothesis, potential information in these inconsistent characters is retained and can contribute to the analysis.
Another related technique, referred to as sensitivity analysis (Wheeler, 1995) , optimizes congruence based on weighting schemes or alignment parameters that minimize incongruence between data partitions. Unlike measures of character consistency, sensitivity analysis does not specifically assess each homology hypothesis but instead tests corroboration between sets of homology hypotheses. This aspect has been criticized as decreasing the overall amount of corroboration for each individual homology hypothesis (Grant and Kluge, 2003) . Sensitivity analysis may also be problematic when partitions are arbitrarily or incorrectly defined (Siddall and Kluge, 1999) .
The success of our homology-testing framework in finding data sets that correct taxonomic inconsistencies suggests that weakly corroborated homology statements may be as much of a problem as other suspected causes of bias in gene content data sets, such as disparate genome sizes or inappropriate optimality criteria. We prefer the data sets with optimal CCM scores because they offer the least refuted explanation of as much data as possible, and, therefore, the best possible tree of life hypothesis given the data at hand. Using the most corroborated data sets should limit false homology statements, and may also act to decrease bias presented by horizontal gene transfer and phylogenetic noise.
Our results show that a consistent, highly supported tree of life can be produced without subjectively eliminating or differentially weighting data in the analysis. The results also underscore the utility of the principle of reciprocal illumination in evolutionary biology. The CCM provides a means of using this principle to objectively select a similarity stringency threshold appropriate for the type of data and the taxa involved. Indeed, this empirical framework can be used to assess any primary homology hypothesis, including those based on morphological and sequence data.
Additionally, our technique can be used as an objective basis for delineating which genes belong in a gene family and which similar genes should be excluded. It can, therefore, be used to validate the homology of genes that are aligned in any sequence-based phylogenetic analysis. Because they limit false homology, highly corroborated data sets also may improve techniques that rely on the validity of the primary homology statements to infer functional networks.
